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Local air pollution awareness is part of history

Scientists in the 1960’s were drawing attention to
environmental problems

EMEP was established within the framework of
UNECE before the Convention was negotiated

The Convention’s Working Group on Effects was
established before the first protocol was agreed
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Long-term monitoring – air pollution and effects –
the basis of much of our knowledge

Transport models – quantify the movement of air
pollution (can be used for “blame” matrices)

Effects – demonstrate the scale and extent of
problems

Critical loads – “quantify damage” by relating it to
deposition

Integrated assessment models – provide cost-
effective solutions showing benefits
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The stepwise process has built confidence and
understanding

Individual champions have developed or communicated
key parts of the process, such as critical loads

Win-win situations for all countries are demonstrated
through source-receptor matrices, critical loads maps and
multi-pollutant approaches

Negotiations are supported by the science not replaced
by it, e.g. there is still a need to select ambition levels

Timing…………….
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Other key factors………..Other key factors………..
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Acidified watersAcidified waters Forest damageForest damage

Early driving forces…..Early driving forces…..
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©  A need to improve East-West relations - an
additional political pressure
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•  Science can play an important role to help find
solutions to policy questions

•  The science needs to have some continuity

•  Science should be easily understood (tools such as
critical loads help provide interpretation)
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Maintaining simplicity and focus will be a major
challenge as the issues and the science become
more complex
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necessary for any major step forward
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